
STEM Challenge



Create a house 
with a perimeter of 

20 blocks. 

Challenge #1

Build a pyramid 
using only 10 

blocks.

Challenge #2

Build an animal of 
your choice.

Challenge #3

Build a perfect 
cube.

Challenge #4



Create a chair with 
exactly 20 blocks.

Challenge #5

Create something 
useful for the 

classroom. 

Challenge #6

Create some sort 
of food that 
looks good 

enough to eat!

Challenge #7

Build a robot.

Challenge #8



Create a flag.

Challenge #9

Build a boat with 
exactly 15 blocks. 

Challenge #10

Create a structure 
that could be used 

to hold a pencil.

Challenge #11

Create the first 
letter in your name 

using only 10 
blocks.

Challenge #12



Create a person 
using 20 blocks.

Challenge #13

Create a computer 
or tablet. 

Challenge #14

Create a building 
with a perimeter of 

16 blocks.

Challenge #15

Build a bridge with 
23 blocks.

Challenge #16



Build a character 
from your 

favorite show or 
movie.

Challenge #17

Build a house that 
needs a ladder to 
get to the front 

door.

Challenge #18

Create a replica of 
a famous building.

Challenge #19

Create your 
favorite emoji!

Challenge #20



Build a bridge with 
only 7 blocks.

Challenge #21

Create your name!

Challenge #22

Recreate this castle.

Challenge #23

Build a bridge with 
23 blocks. 

Challenge #24



Create a tree with 
a treehouse.

Challenge #25

Create a model of a 
gumball machine.

Challenge #26

Build a model of 
your school.

Challenge #27

Build the tallest 
tower that you 

can. 

Challenge #28



Create a mask!

Challenge #29

Build a structure 
with your eyes 

closed!

Challenge #30

Create your own 
challenge for a 

friend!

Challenge #31



Challenge #32 Challenge #33

Challenge #34 Challenge #35







Credits

Thank you!
Please comment or message me with any questions, 

concerns, or suggestions!

Be sure to rate this product on teachers pay teachers to 
get credits toward other products!


